Ben Hines founded Moving Performance in 2009 bringing together his two
passions: people development and music. He uniquely combines his 13 years of
commercial experience in the financial and legal sectors with his own musical
abilities as a semi-professional orchestral French horn player.
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"Ben has an amazing ability to bond teams around a cause through music. It really
needs to be experienced to be believed and understood. It is beautiful, uplifting
and long-lasting. Ben has a very special gift that he is generous enough to share.”
RENE CARAYOL, MBE*
Working with some of the world's leading companies, Ben has used music to help
both executive boards and emerging leaders to reflect on their strengths and
those of others, to move toward more collaborative and productive outcomes. He
works across the world facilitating leadership programmes and as a conference
keynote speaker.
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In his earlier career Ben led high-performing teams in the financial and
professional service industries. As strategic marketer for Barclays PLC he created
and implemented numerous innovative segmented product solutions across
multiple countries extending Barclays' international coverage. With CPA Global, a
leading legal services provider, he advised and brought significant change to how
the company structured itself to maximise its key markets.

Testimonials
"The concept of connecting world class musical performance to high
performing business is as thought provoking as it is obvious. Presenting this
concept to our top 70 leaders at Grange Insurance was masterfully accomplished
by Ben with a level of facilitation that truly resonated with our leadership team.
As successful as the end product was, the real joy was partnering in the design
process with Ben and being able to bring in our local Columbus Symphony
Orchestra. Ben was resourceful and exceptionally easy to work with."
- Grange Insurance.

"Ben and his team are AMAZING! Their ability to quickly understand,simplify
and orchestrate a 500 person team toward a common cultural mission was
beyond my expectations! In 90 minutes, they took us out of our comfort zone and
the outcome was a mindset of a FASTER, SIMPLER and TOGETHER Cisco IT - with
a recording that I can¹t get out of my head. : ) Thank you Ben and Team!!”
- Cisco.
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